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BOVIE CAUTERIES
- interchangeable sterile tips
- replaceable batteries
- reusable handles
- no sterilization necessary

CAUTERIES - 1,200°C (2,200°F) - made in Italy
- interchangeable tips with nickel-chrome wire
- replaceable batteries 
- reusable handles
Wide application in gynaecology, orthopedy, 
ear/nose/throat, dermatology, plastic and 
reconstruction surgery.

• 30580 ELECTROCAUTERY - 1,200 °C - fi ne tip - made in Italy
Electrocautery is a sterile bipolar battery operated disposable device for the 
cauterization of small vessels; the temperature of the tip 
is 1,200°C. With a fi ne tip required in most of the surgeries. 
• 30582 GYNAECOLOGY CAUTERY - 1,200°C - fi ne tip
Same as 30580 but with the tip fi xed on a 12 cm long shaft.
• 30581 ELECTROCAUTERY - 600 °C - fi ne tip
Same as 30580 but with lower temperature = 600°C. 
Expecially designed for ophthalmology.
• 30583 EMERGENCY ELECTROCAUTERY - 800°C - Thick tip
Same as 30580 but with "thick tip" for the perforation 
of nails in case of haematoma.

0413

Weight 65 g - length 18 cm

Long life 
internal

battery (60 min.)

Tip temperature
1,200 °C
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Shaft 12 cm long

CHANGE-A-TIP™ CAUTERIES WITH HIGH TEMPERATURES

REUSABLE HIGH TEMPERATURE CAUTERY WITH REPLACEABLE TIP

HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROCAUTERIES
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GIMA
code

INTERCHANGEABLE TIP CAUTERIES
MINIMUM ORDER: 10 TIPS

30598 Cautery handle "AA" (tip not included)
30599 High temp long fi ne tip - sterile - box of 10
30600 High temp large tip - sterile - box of 10
30601 High temp fi ne tip - sterile - box of 10

GIMA
code

INTERCHANGEABLE TIP CAUTERIES
MINIMUM ORDER: 10 TIPS

Recommended 
for:

30590 Cautery handle "AA" (tip included) All tips

30593 High temp loop tip - sterile DER/ENT

30594 High temp 2" fl ex loop tip - sterile GYN/ENT

30595 High temp 5" loop tip - long size - sterile GYNAECOLOGY

30596 High temp fi ne tip - sterile DER/CARDIO

30597 High temp elongated tip - sterile VASECTOMY

CARTS FOR ELECTROSURGICAL UNITS
Trolley designed to hold and carry electrosurgical 
units (including Argon units). Ergonomics has been 
particularly considered for the design, for example 
the height of 900mm with inclined top shelf allows 
easy reading of the unit's display. 
The trolley is provided with a second shelf with an-
tiskid raised edges, two drawers placed at the base 
and a rear space with securing straps to hold two Ar-
gon cylinders. The upright stands holding the shelves 
are designed to take possible optional accessories. 
All parts of the trolley are made of epoxy-painted, 
tempered steel and aluminum. 
Available version with 4 socket group, fuses box, 
independent grounding plug, power cable 3m.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Load capacity: - Total load 200 kg - Inclined shelf 50 kg
Inclined shelf:  42x45 cm (27864/6) 50x50 cm (27865/7)
Drawers and shelf: 42x31 cm (27864/6) 50x36 cm (27865/7)

90 cm

TOP QUALITYPower available
with 27866/7

All professional carts are 
supplied with cable pipe 

inside lateral columns.

GIMA
code CARTS FOR ELECTROSURGICAL UNITS

27864
27865
27866
27867

DIATERMO CART - medium
DIATERMO CART - large
DIATERMO CART with power - medium
DIATERMO CART with power - large


